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Oxygen Fugacity Values of Furnace Gas Mixturesl

J. SrEpHrhr HuEsNEn

Stop 959, U.S. Geological Suruey, Reston, Virginia 22092

Abstract

Comparison of oxygen fugacity values measured electrochemically with values calculated
thermochemically from the gas-mixing ratio indicates that gas equilibrium is not always ob-
tained within a furnace. The prevailing oxygen fugacity value actually depends upon at least
five factors that are controlled by the experimentalist: initial gas composition, temperature,
flow rate, hot-spot configuration, and position of sensor or sample. As a general rule, cor-H2
mixtures reach a steady state or equilibrium by the time they are heated to 1125"-l225oC; for
COz-CO mixtures, the temperature range is 1050'- 1 I 50'C. At temperatures greater than these
minimum values, oxygen fugacities can be maintained and measured with a precision of +0.02
and an accuracy better than a0.1 log atm units.

Introduction

Recent investigations of crystal-liquid equilibria of
iron-bearing silicate systems have emphasized the
difficulties of maintaining sample bulk composition.
Interact ion of sample and container can be
minimized by fabricating a container alloy of iron
plus, if necessary, inert metal (platinum), then setting
the furnace-gas oxygen fugacity value so that the
wi.istite activity of the container permits the sample to
melt at constant bulk composition (Huebner, 1973).
The log wiistite activity value during such an experi-
ment cannot be known more accurately than one-half
the uncertainty in the log oxygen fugacity value ofthe
furnace atmosphere (because Fe + l/2 Oz : "FeO").
In order to assess these uncertaint ies, direct
electrochemical measurements of oxygen fugacity
values were compared with values calculated from
the mixing ratios of gas components. The resulting
discrepancies from two furnaces indicate that the gas
mixture cannot always be assumed to equilibrate by
the time it reaches the furnace hot spot; thus,
knowledge of temperature and gas composition are
not necessarily sufficient to calculate the prevailing
.fo, and, "wtistite" activity.

Apparatus

The experimental apparatus (Fig. 6 of Ross el a/,
1973), although relatively simple, is divided into four
parts for convenience of discussion. A gas-mixing
train (l) supplies a stably proportioned gas mix-

ture to a vertical (quenching) furnace (2). An
electrochemical cell (3) that is specific for oxygen is
placed within the furnace. Two electrical measure-
ment circuits (4) permit continuous recording of
temperature and oxygen fugacity.

(l) The gas train is exceedingly simple. Compres-
sed CO, and either H, or CO are reduced to 5 psi with
conventional single-stage flow regulators, then
further reduced to about I psi (relative) with low flow
rate regulators. Gas-flow rates are individually con-
trolled with metering valves or capillary tubes. The
gases are mixed in a tube 200 cm long and 2 cm in
diameter, filled with ceramic chips and glass wool.
Floating ball flow-meters, calibrated for air, indicate
the flow rate of the mixed gases. With this gas train,
the measured flow rate of the mixed gas will vary less
than 3 percent and the/s, less than *0.1 log atm
unit over a 30-day period.

For calibration experiments, a mechanical gas pro-
portioner is inserted between the metering valves and
the flow meter. Each gas is displaced by pistons con-
nected by gears to a single motor, ensuring a constant
displacement ratio. Gas bubblers (the bleeder tubes
of Darken and Gurry, 1945) fil led with dibutyl
phthalate keep the input gas pressure ratio at 1.000 +
0.001. Gas mixing ratios are believed to be accurate
to within I percent.

(2) A conventional vertically mounted tubular fur-
nace 30.5 cm long heats the alumina muffie tube (1.6
cm l.D. X 2.2 cm O.D.) that carries the gas through
the furnace. The 30-cm long helical platinum winding
has 4.7 turns per centimeter over its top and bottom 7
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cm, and 3.9 turns per centimeter over its middle to
give an even hot spot. The power controller main-
tains temperature constant within the precision of the
temperature-measurement circuit, + 1"C.

(3) The electrochemical oxygen cell (Fig. l) con-
sists of ZrO, doped with l5 wt percent CaO (see Sato,
197 l). The ceramic forms a 0.64-cm tube open at one
end only. Perforated platinum metal electrodes,
crimped to the cell, contact the inner and outer sides
of the tube for 0.6 cm at the closed end and serve
solely to connect the cell to the measuring circuit. A
Pt-PteoRhlo thermocouple is positioned within the tip
of the cell by means of a 0.32 cm four-bore alumina
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tube which insulates the thermocouple leads from

each other and from the inner electrode lead. Oxygen
gas flows at rates of about 0.5 cm3 minute-1 between

the inner alumina and outer zirconia tubes to the end

of the cell, then exhausts through the fourth bore of

the alumina tube. Oxygen serves not only as the

reference gas (at unit fugacity) of the cell

Oz, I atm l(Zr, Ca) Orl Or, furnace atm

but also separates the thermocouple from hydrogen-

rich furnace gas (see comments by Caldwell, 1962, p.

s).
(4)  A two-channel  s t r ip  char t  recorder  con-

tinuously records both thermocouple and cell EMF.

The thermocouple is connected in series with a cold
junction (ice bath) and one channel of the recorder.

The oxygen cell electrodes are connected to the sec-

ond recorder channel through an electrometer used

as an impedance matching device. Each measuring

circuit is calibrated against a known EMF source so

that measured voltages were accurate to within 0. I

percent of the actual value.
t'#',i',.t' ln the experiment described here, the thermocou-

ple temperature, as read on the strip chart, had to be

raised by 8oC on the basis of the observed melting
Eresrrodls points of gold (assumed to be 1064.4"C, Irrs 1968)
Th€mocouore and NaCl (800.6"C; Robie and Waldbaum, 1968).

This 8'C correction is characteristic for all ther-

mocouples made from the same spools of wire. The

correction does not change with the thermocouple's
length of service at the temperature of interest,

El&troryte < l300tC.

Oxygen fugacity values were calculated using the

Nernst relationshiP

ln /o, (furnace gas) - ln/o, (reference)

= n . F . E M F / R - T

which for the cell in question reduces to

logfo, (furnace gas) : (20I60XEMFX7-')

where EMF is in volts, Z in degrees Kelvin, and fs"
orYson in los atm units.

Position of Sensors

The thermocouple was firmly positioned within the
tip of the cell where it could closely monitor the
temperature of the cell. The eell assembly was in turn
fixed within the (gas-flow) muffie tube. The hot spot
was profiled by incrementally raising or lowering the
muffie tube * cell t thermocouple assembly through
the furnace. Because the position ofthe separate ther-

Fumo oc $d
hqtinS lbm.nt

Iultb hb.

foul bore
alumina tube

FIc I Vertical section through center of furnace showing the
oxygen fugacity and temperature sensors. Oxygen exits through the
fourth bore (not shown) ofthe central alumina tube. Dashed lines
are platinum electrodes and their leads; doGdash lines are the ther-
mocouole leads Arrows indicate directions of gas flov..
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mocouple for the power controller was fixed rela-
tive to the winding, the temperature of the fur-
nance winding did not deviate from measurement to
measurement.

Typical hot-spot profi les are shown in Figures 2a
and 2c. The uniform temperature of t I to 2C over 2
cm is probably about the best to be expected from a
singly wound furnace. At all combinations of
temperature and gas-flow rate, the hot spots were
found to be approximately symmetrical. The position
of the hot spot changed litt le with temperature ((0.5
cm with a 200'C increase) and migrated downstream
only slightly when the gas-flow rate increased.

Measured oxygen fugacity values did not always
vary symmetrically about the hot spot. This asym-
metry, the causes of which wil l be discussed later, was
particularly evident for Hr-CO, mixtures (Fig. 2c); as
the cell was raised in the direction of the furnace gas
flow, the measured oxygen fugacity increased
steadily. Adjustment of power to the furnace to main-
tain a constant measured cell temperature resulted in
the same pattern. Clearly these variations in oxygen
fugacity are dependent on the position of the sensor,
not on temperature. For accurate fo, control,
posi t ion ing of  a sample,  wi th or  wi thout  an
electrochemical cell, must take cognizance of the
variation of /s, as well as temperature with the po-
sition in the furnace.

U nder some condi t ions,  par t icu lar ly  h igh
temperatures, mixtures of CO and CO, showed an
approximately symmetrical variation of oxygen
fugacity with temperature as the hot zone of the fur-
nace was profi led with the sensors. The example in
Figure 2d, selected because it shows a very small yet
smooth variation of fo" with a small change in
temperature, demonstrates the inherent precision in
electrochemical oxygen fugacity measurements.

Comparison of Measured and Calculated Oxygen
Fugacity Values

Many combinations of sensor position, gas-mixing
ratio, and flow rate were examined for both CO2/H2
and COz/CO gas mixtures. Sensor position, bulk gas
composition, and flow rate (at furnace entrance) were
maintained constant while temperature was varied
between 1250'-l300oC and a much lower tem-
perature (900'-1025'). Results were plotted as a
function of temperature and AloB fo" units where
Alog fo, : (measured log /6,) - (calculated log

/q). Calculated log /q values were obtained by in-
terpolating between values calculated by Deines et al
(1974) from thermochemical data in Je,Ner Tables
(Stu l l  and Prophet ,  l97 l ) .

Experimental values of Alog -fo,are too large to be
due to experimental error in measurement. For in-
stance, at l054oC, with a gas mixture consisting of

!
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&ntim.t€s Canlinatcs

Ftc. 2. Temperature and oxygen-fugacity variations across the furnace hot zone. The direction ofgas
flow is to the left. Figures 2a,2c:35.7 percent CO, and 64.3 percent Hr; 0.52 cmssec I gas entering furnace;
oxygen-fugacity variation asymmetric. Figures 2b, 2d: 33.3 percent co, and 66.7 percent co; 0.95
cm3sec-r geis entering furnace; oxygen-fugacity variation symmetric
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35.7 percent COz and 64.3 percent Hr, the observed
Alog atm fo,value of -0.28 would require that the
measured temperature be in error by * l8'C, that the
gas mixture really consists of 29.5 percent COr, or
that the cell EMF be in error by 18 mV (0.925 V calc
versus 0.9435 V obs). Experimental uncertainties,
particularly systematic uncertainties, are too small to
give rise to the observed discrepancies in oxygen
fugacity values.

Impurities in the gases cannot be the cause of the
discrepancies. Several tanks of each gas (bone dry
and welding grades of carbon dioxide, C.P. carbon
monoxide, high purity hydrogen) were acquired over
periods ranging from several months to 4 years. The
consistent results obtained using a variety of gas
tanks eliminate the possibility of random variations
in gas purity.

lmpurities introduced systematically into the gas
tanks or gas train cannot accoUnt for the observed
log-fo, values. Preferential leakage of a gas species
into the gas train should affect the /o, values of gases
with a large value of the mixing ratio (and thus small

' a

a o '

a
a

1000 ll00 1200

Tenperature'C

Frc. 3. Variation of Alog atm /e, (see text) with temperature

for a gas mixture consisting of 35.7 percent CO, and 64.3 percent

H, entering the furnace at 0.52 cm sec-r.

buffering capacity) to a greater extent than gases with
a mixing ratio close to unity (and with greater buffer-
ing capacity). The observed pattern of change in Alog

/60 with temperature did not change with mixing
ratio. Furthermore, it ' is inconceivable that an inert
component could be a dilutant systematically in-
cluded with the tanked gases in such proportion that
the mixing ratio of an equally proportioned mixture
would change by the required amount-a factor
greater than two. Similar reasoning eliminates loss of
one ofthe proportioned gas species as an explanation
for the discrepancies. Leakage of oxygen into the
system would cause anomalously oxidizing condi-
tions, whereas the approach to equilibrium is from
more reducing conditions.

Finally, the presence in an initially proportioned
gas mixture of additional gas species from the system
C-H-O will have only a small effect on the measured

/6, values. For instance, addition of HzO to the COz
used for aCOr/CO mixture will not greatly affect the
experimental results. This situation arises because of
the great similarity of the T-fo,-mixing ratio rela-
tions for CO2-H2, COz-CO, and HzO-Hz mixtures in
the range of interest here (compare Figs. ll, 15, and
34 of Muan and Osborn, 1965).

Calibration measurements could not be made
below 940'C because the cell EMF fluctuated
cyclically. Such oscillations correspond to oscilla-
tions in the flow rate measured by the flow meter and
are due to incremental additions of gas by the pistons
in the gas proportioner. A ballast bottle inserted
between the pump and furnace minimized but did not
eliminate these oscillations. Such changes in flow rate
caused oscillations in the degree of equilibration of
the furnace gas (see discussion of results) with resul-
tant cell EMF variations of several millivolts. During
the part of the cycle in which gas flowed most
quickly, the value of Alog atm /6, was most
negatlve.

H2-C02 Mixtures

At low temperatures, measured oxygen fugacity
values are more reducing (negative Alog /6) than
the calculated oxygen fugacities (Fig. 3). As
temperature increases, measured 1fo, increases
relative to calculatedfs,. ln all cases, the curve of
Llog fo, versus Z flattens (becomes independent of
temperature) at a positive value of Alog/e,. This
"equilibrium" value of Alog /6, appears to depend
upon such factors as flow rate and sensor position
and varies from *0.02 to t0.13 log atm units/o,.

Decreasing the gas-flow rate has a consistent but

+ o l
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FIG. 4. Change in Alog atm /o, with flow rate. Gas mixture
consisting of 35.7 percent CO, and 64.3 percent Hr. Gas mixture
entered furnace at 0.96 cm sec-r (circles) and 0.52 cm sec-r
(squares). Sensors were moved 0.5 cm between series of measure-
ments to compensate for shift of hot spot with flow rate.

small effect on the results of an experiment (Fig. 4).
Changing the gas-flow rate from 96 to 52 cmsmin-r
(air equivalents) at room temperature has a net effect
on Alog /60 equivalent to lowering temperature by
25oC. (Assuming a temperature of ll00oC, this
change in flow rate corresponds to decreasing the
linear flow rate from 4.4 to 2.4 cm sec- I past the outer
side of the electrode of the oxygen probe.) If the
electrochemical sensor is repositioned to compensate
for the shift of hot-spot position with flow rate (0.5
cm in Fig. 3), the "equilibrium" value of log fs"
does not change with flow rate.

The position of the oxygen fugacity sensor relative
to the hot spot appears to be a more important factor
than variations in flow rate (Fig. 5). Movement of the
sensor L I cm in a downstream direction (sensor
raised l.l cm in flurnace) uniformly increases the Alog

/60 by about 0.1 log atm unit. Particularly important
is the fact that the high temperature or equilibrium
Alog/e, value is also increased.

Change in the gas-mixture ratio changes details of
the Alog -fo, us temperature plot but does not alter
the general pattern whereby Alog fo, becomes
increasingly negative with decreasing temperature.
Equilibration problems are not confined to hydro-
gen-rich mixtures but are also shown by a mix-
ture with 96.2'percent CO, (Fig. 6). With this COr
rich mixture, the cell EMF oscillated with the flow
rate at temperatures below ll00oC, suggesting great
disequilibrium within the gas stream. At tempera-
tures less than 1089'C, Alog fs" probably becomes
strongly negative.

CO2-CO Mixtures

The COz-CO mixtures give results that are similar
to the CO2-H2 mixtures (Figs. 7-9). When
r,emperature increases, the COz-CO mixtures become
less reducing relative to calculated /6, values. The
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Ftc. 5. Change in Alog atm/e, with position of sensor relative
to hot spot. Gas mixture consisting of 35.7 percent CO, and 64.3
percent H2, entering the furnace at 0.95 cm sec-r. Circles are
measurements with the cell positioned at the hot spot; squares are
measurements l.l cm above (and downstream from) the hot spot.
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Ftc. 6. Variation of Alog atm/6, with temperature for a gas

mixture consisting of 96.2 percent COz and 3.8 percent hydrogen,

entering the furnace at 0.94 cm sec-1. Different symbols represent
different series of measurements.

Alog f6, versus Z curve is flat (A independent of T)
at l200oC. The equilibrium Alog/s,value is *0.1 to
*0.23 log atm units, larger than for Hr-COz mixtures.
When temperature decreases, Llog fs" does not
decrease as rapidly as with H,-CO2 mixtures, so even
at l000oC, Llog fs, is between -0.3 and *0.04 log
atm unlts.

Changes in gas-flow rate produce only minor
changes in logf6"; if the flow rate is divided by two,
the Alogyf,, versus 7 curve shifts l5oC toward lower
temperatures (Figs. 7,8). If the oxygen fugacity sensor
position is moved in a downstream direction 0.9 cm,
Alogfs" is raised slightly (Figs. 7,9). If the gas com-
position is changed from 33.3 percent CO, to 92.9
percent CO2, Alog/s, is effectively decreased by 0. I
log atm unit (Figs. 7-9).

During two sets of measurements, Alog fo"
decreased with increasing temperature to an
otherwise normal value of Llogfs", *0.16 log atm
units at - I100'C. This unusual behavior was not
predictable and emphasizes the importance of using
an oxygen fugacity sensor to measure /q within the
furnace.

Carbon sometimes precipitates from COr-CO gas
mixtures onto the muffie and electrolyte tubes at the
very bottom of the furnace, 14 to 16.5 cm below the
tip of the oxygen sensor. At low temperatures, the
CO2-CO mixtures are metastable with respect to
graphite * gas. On heating, the CO,-CO mixtures
can approach equilibrium by precipitating carbon.
When temperature continues to increase, graphite is
no longer stable, and thus carbon does not precipitate
near the furnace hot zone. Loss of carbon from the

gas phase increases the proportion of CO, in the mix-
ture (makes a more oxidizing gas mixture) and
provides possible explanations for the relatively large
values of Alog atm fq found for the COr-CO mix-
tures at high temperature, and the decreases in Alog

/o, with temperature observed in two experiments.

Cause of the DiscrePancies

Two forms of apparent chemical disequilibrium
are possible as a gas mixture flows through a furnace.
In the first case, the bulk composition of the gas is
constant throughout the furnace; the disequilibrium
is a kinetic problem, the gas not having enough time
to react to equilibrium before its oxygen fugacity is
measured. Disequilibrium due to kinetic factors
should be lessened by either raising the furnace
temperature or decreasing the flow rate. Both of these
effects are observed in the reported series of measure-
ments. The observed discrepancies are probably
kinetic in origin.

A second form of disequilibrium arises when a gas
mixture is placed in a thermal gradient such as that
existing in a quenching furnace (i.e., de Groot, 1951,
p. ll l-123). For COr-H, mixtures to at least 490"C,
CO, tends to diffuse to relatively cooler parts of the
furnace, whereas H, concentrates at the hot spot
(lbbs, 1925; Elliott and Masson, 1925). Apparent dis-
equilibrium due to thermal diffusion can be dis-
tinguished from true disequilibrium of kinetic origin.
Thermal-diffusion partitioning tends to increase as
flow rate decreases (see Darken and Gurry, 1945),
whereas kinetic disequilibrium decreases as flow rate
decreases. Thermal-diffusion partitioning increases
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Frc. 7. Variation of Alog atm/s, with temperature for a gas

mixture consisting of 33.3 percent COz and 66.7 percent CO. Gas

mixture entered the furnace at 0.95 cm sec-'(circles) and 0'34 cm

sec-' (squares). Sensor positioned at midpoint of hot spot.
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Frc. 8. variarion of Alog ;il;Tr temperature ror a gas
mixture consist ing of  92.9 percent  CO, and 7.1 percent  CO. Gas
mixture entered furnace at 0.96 cm sec-r (circles) and -0.4 cm
sec- '  (squares).  Sensor posi t ioned as for  Figure 7.

as furnace temperature increases (thus steepening
the temperature gradient), whereas kinetic dis-
equilibrium decreases as temperature increases. The
observed discrepancies reported here cannot be ex-
plained by thermal diffusion.

Practical Consideration

The present results suggest that uncertainties in-
volved in experiments utilizing gas-mixing furnaces
may be greater than heretofore realized. precise work
requires that the oxygen fugacity gradient, as well as
the temperature gradient, be determined. The best
position of the sample (within the furnace) may not
be at the hot spot. Over much of the temperature
range of interest to geologists, the uncertainty in fur-
nace oxygen fugacity can be decreased by moving the
sample off the hot-spot plateau in the downstream
direction, but at the expense of increasing the uncer-
tainty in the temperature measurement.

The use of an electrochemical sensor to measure
the oxygen fugacity in the vicinity of a sample not
only decreases the uncertainty of the oxygen fugacity
value, but greatly simplifies determination of an
oxygen fugacity gradient (compare with the method
of  Darken and Gurry,  1945).  However,  because
gradients exist even when an oxygen fugacity sensor
is present, the oxygen probe must be used with care.
Gradients of 0.I to 0.2 log atm units fo" over I to 2
cm are not uncommon and can lead to relatively
great uncertainties in the thermodynamic activity of a
component: for the reaction Fe t l/2 02 : FeO,
*0.15 log atm uni t  in /o, leads to +0.075 log uni ts

aFeO, or t19 percent systematic uncertainty in
wiistite activity because of the oxygen fugacity
gradient alone!

The overall uncertainties reported in this work'are
greater than the uncertainties suggested by Huebner
and Sato (1970) for an oxygen fugacity sensor con-
figuration in which the sample is contained within the
sensor (thus minimizing the thermal gradient and
isolating the sample from the furnace gas). For the
present case, in which the sensor monitors furnace
Eas -fo", the precision of oxygen fugacity measure-
ment appears to be approximately +0.02 log atm
units. An uncertainty of *3oC contributes about t0.05
log atm units to the uncertainty in oxygen fugacity.
Oxygen fugacity gradients within the hot spot com-
monly lead to systematic uncertainties of 0. I to 0.2
log atm units. If no oxygen probe is used, there is no
random error of measurement, but uncertainties in
the thermochemical data from which the /6, must be
calculated, and in degree of equilibration, become
important and may give systematic errors of 0.1 log
unit and )0. I log unit, respectively.

The following are guidelines to gas-flow furnace
experimentation conducted in this laboratory:
(l) Use an oxygen probe to monitor furnace oxygen

fugacity.
(2) At 1000"C or less, great uncertainties in /6,

values exist, even with an oxygen probe.
(3) Position the sample on the downstream side of

the hot-spot plateau.
(4) lf an oxygen probe was not placed in a furnace

and the gas mixture s did not equi l ibrate,
previously reported experiments made at
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Ftc 9. Variation of Alog atm /o2 with temperature for a gas
mixture consisting of 27.3 percent COz and 72.7 percentCO. Flow
rate -0.9 cm sec-r. Sensor moved 0.9 cm downstream from center
of  hot  soot .
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l. Experiments Delineating the lron-Wi.istite Equilibrium
at I Atm

to uncertainties in temperature measurement and dis-
tribution. However, at 1040-1125oC, reversed runs
suggest log fo" values 0.2 units more reducing than

the reference curve. The discrepancy is significant and

may best be explained by an fs,gradient in the fur-

nace. The furnace gas in the vicinity of the sensor'
which is upstream from the sample, has a lower ox-
ygen fugacity than the furnace gas in the vicinity of
ihe sample. Because the sample /e, varies greatly

with position in the furnace, the discrepancy at low

temperature is erratic. Even small changes in sample
position from run to run produce measurable oxygen
fugacity variations.

Thermochemical Data for Gases

All measured deviations from equilibrium oxygen
fugacity are referred to log /6, values calculated
from thermochemical data contained in the JlNnn
Tables. At high temperatures, the measured
equilibrium or steady-state oxygen fugacity value is

consistently more positive than the calculated /6,
values by about 0.06log atm units (COr-Hr) to about
0.15 such units (CO,-CO). Such a discrepancy is
larger than that attributable to an uncertainty in
temperature (a deviation of 0. l5 log atm unit for a
mixture of 33 percent CO2, 67 percent CO, requires
an error of l0'C). A more probable explanation is a
minor error in the thermochemical data. Deines et al
(1974) have compared the JnNe,r data with other
earlier internally consistent sets of data for C-O-H

FIc.  10.  Exper iments del imi t ing the i ron-w0st i te equi l ibr ium'

Open circles, wtistite stable. Closed circles, iron stable. Straight

line-the iron-wiistite equilibrium calculated from the equation in

Eugster  and Wones (1962).
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temperatures below ll00-1200"C might reflect

'fo, values lower than was reported.
(5) Keep the sample small and place the sample as

close to the sensor as possible. Avoid contacts
which might contaminate the sensor electrode.

Redetermination of the lron-Wiistite Equilibrium

The iron-wtistite equilibrium was redetermined us-
ing COz * H, gas mixtures and a furnace configura-
tion similar to that described previously. The ex-
perimental charge, an open iron-foil packet contain-
ing wiistite, was suspended about 2.4 mm above the
outer electrode ofthe oxygen cell, on the downstream
side of the thermal plateau. Gases were not pumped
with a mechanical proportioner; rather, the desired
furnace cell EMF was provided by leaking the COz
and H, through metering valves. The gas mixture was
supplied to the furnace continuously. At each
temperature, the Fe-Fer-rO equilibrium was nar-
rowly bracketed. Results are listed in Table I and
plotted in Figure 10.

At I160-1350'C, closely bracketed oxygen-cell
measurements yield ;fo, values 0.03-0.07 log atm
units above the famous logfo, us T curve of Eugster
and Wones (1962) and Darken and Gurry (19a5). The
agreement is excellent. The small systematic dis-
crepancy is not significant-it could come about due
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system gases. In support of the present measure-
ments, the Jnrnn data yields /s, values that are 0.04
- 0.20 log atm units more negative than the other
sets of data. It should be emphasized, though, that
application of Alog 1fo, values to a redetermination
of the thermochemical data for C-H-O gases re-
quires a new set of careful experiments using
analyzed gases.
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